
There is no judgement, just a “welcome to heaven”?

Mitch Dunlap

I have an evangelical family member who believes that when we die, as Christians, there is no 

judgement, just a “welcome to heaven”. Need help with scriptural evidence that everyone, including 

Christians, have to account for what we have done and failed to do in this life. Thanks in advance.

Ken Litchfield 

Final Judgment in Matthew chapter 7 where Jesus says "‘Not everyone who says to me, ‘Lord, Lord’, 
shall enter the Kingdom of Heaven, but he who does the will of my Father who is in Heaven". In 
Matthew chapter 25 believers will be sorted out by the ones who did and did not do the Works that 
Jesus told us we have to do in chapter 5. Romans chapter 2 tells us that it is Not the hearers of the law 
that will be saved but the Doers of the law that will be saved. In Luke chapters 12 and 14 we are told 
that we will be judged by what we did not by what we knew. Revelation chapters 3, 14, 20 and 22 all 
tell us we will be judged by our Works and not by Faith alone.

Ken Litchfield The Catholic Church does not teach that we are saved by works. This is what the 
Catholic Church teaches on Justification according to the Council of Trent.
The Council of Trent, session 6 identifies the following “causes of justification”:
• Final cause - glory of God & salvation of man
• Efficient cause - the mercy of God
• Meritorious cause - Jesus Christ, the expiator/justifier
• Instrumental cause - baptism [for adults, faith is also an instrumental cause]
• Formal [exemplary] cause – the righteousness of God

Many Protestants claim to be saved by Faith not Baptism and try to separate the two actions. This was 
not the position held by Luther or Calvin who required both. The Catholic Church follows the whole 
Bible which teaches that both are necessary for salvation. In Acts chapter 2 after people come to Faith 
through the preaching of Peter they are Baptized because that is what Jesus requires in Matthew chapter
28. The Catholic position is that both faith and baptism are instruments of justifying grace and 
therefore are necessary for salvation

Samantha Stevens Hebrews 9:27 - “And just as it is appointed for men to die once, and after that 
comes judgment...” I’m not sure how clearer it can get than that. 

Donna Browne Snuggs Hebrews 10:26-27 is pretty telling and chilling: "For if we sin deliberately 
after receiving the knowledge of the truth, there no longer remains a sacrifice for sins but a fearful 
prospect of judgment..."

One cannot keep sinning after baptism or confession ... or simple understanding of Jesus as Lord and 
Savior! There IS punishment for sin, even for evangelical Christians.
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“Religion turns you away from morality”?

Pablo Correa

Greetings brethren! I found this article in which the author poses the idea that religion somehow makes 

you sometimes go against the “good”. Here is part of his argument:

“Religion turns you away from morality. It doesn’t lead you to it. It requires that you accept the 

heinous acts of God as inherently good, and so you have no morality at all. You can be talked into 

accepting anything as good, so long as God commands.

If you’re a believer reading this, you might be angry at me right now, but I want you to answer this one 

question: If God commanded, would you kill your own child? If you answer no, then you don’t believe 

god is the source of objective morality. If you answer yes, then you prove my point that a mere belief in

god can lead good people, a group to which I presume you belong, to do horrible things.“

I would like to clarify, but I don’t know how to put it in the right words. Do you have some thoughts? 

Blessings!

Valerie Riggins Fesh 
He's committing a logical fallacy here called begging the question. His argument presupposes that God 
would actually commit a "heinous act" or ask you to do something that is objectively immoral (like kill 
your child). Either way you answer the question he poses (as he himself points out), he's right. It's a 
"gotcha!" type scenario that he's proposing. You can't win by answering his question, but you can point
out where his logic is in error. Actually, he's also committing the false dilemma fallacy with his 
question to believers who are angry with his supposition. This fallacy is sometimes called the "either-
or" fallacy because it presupposes that there are only two possible things that could be true.

Ken Litchfield
Religion gives us moral guidance so that we can be with Him in Heaven. That is our goal. God is the 
creator of all things and can do as He pleases with His creation. If God uses us to wipe out an entire 
corrupt nation He can do that. If any innocent people are killed as well, God will welcome them to 
Heaven. Our goal is not to live life here on earth. It is to live with God in Heaven and eventually 
Heaven on earth. When you look at the BIG Picture it makes more sense

Leigh Anne Torres 
His argument doesn't make sense. God created morality, and religion established our moral standards 
and absolutes. But if "religion turns you away from morality" and God is immoral, then what IS moral?
What are "heinous acts" if there is no moral standard? This sounds rather relativistic, like he gets to 
choose for himself what's moral or otherwise. But in that case his argument also fails because what's 
true for him may not be true for everyone else. You need solid moral standards (as provided by God 
and religion) in order to evaluate morality in the first place.
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